Midway
Trails
Society
The mountain trail network climbs
the mountain to the south of Midway
through the flora and fauna of the
Dry Interior Douglas fir ecosystem.
There are many stunning viewpoints
and benches to rest on. The trail
system abuts the USA border and
offers views of Midway, the
Canadian and US sides of the Kettle
Valley and the surrounding
topography.
The total vertical climb is 350 meters
and there are a total of
approximately 12 km of trails to
explore in a system of many
concentric loops which allows for
outings to be customized for a half
hour visit or a full day.
There is also a beautiful riverside
trail that meanders through old
growth Ponderosa Pine along the
north bank of the Kettle River then
joining with the Trans Canada Trail
for a 4.6 km loop back into the
village of Midway.

For further information, printable
maps and many photographs please
visit www.midwaytrails.tripod.com

The trails are suitable for all levels of
hikers and mountain bikers. You could
spend an hour or a couple of days to
explore them all. The average grade of
the mountain trails is approximately 12%
with a maximum grade of 25%.

Midway B.C.’s Biking
and Hiking Trails

Local Midway Residents who have
never or who haven't recently used the
trail system should give the trails a try.
Your health and your appreciation for
what your community offers will benefit
from it.
Visitors or those passing through. Set
some time aside to explore the trails.
You will be glad you did.
For camping availability and trail
information contact Trail
Headquarters at Frank Carpenter
Riverfront Park
Midway B.C.’s Biking and Hiking
Trails

Phone Steve Stewart:
250-449-2467
Or Email Midway Trails
President James Graham:
jmsgraham33@gmail.com

This pamphlet has been brought to
you by the Midway Trails Society.

Come and enjoy the biking and
hiking trails of Midway.
This trail system was
constructed/upgraded in 2009 to
International Mountain Biking
Association standards and is well suited
to both hiking and mountain biking.
All of the trails are colour coded with
signs posted. There are maps at most
trail junctions making for easy
navigation.

